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Summary
Thespindle is a fusiformbipolar-microtubule array that
is responsible for chromosome segregation during
mitosis [1–4]. Focused poles are an essential feature
of spindles in vertebrate somatic cells, and pole focus-
ing has been shown to occur through a centrosome-in-
dependent self-organization mechanism where micro-
tubulemotors cross-link and focusmicrotubuleminus
ends [4–11]. Most of our understanding of this mecha-
nism for pole focusing derives from studies performed
in cell-free extracts devoid of centrosomes and kineto-
chores [5, 7, 9, 10]. Here, we examine how sustained
force from kinetochores influences the mechanism of
pole focusing in cultured cells. We show that the mo-
tor-driven self-organization activities associated with
NuMA (i.e., cytoplasmic dynein) and HSET are not nec-
essary for pole focusing if sustained force fromkineto-
chores is inhibited in Nuf2- or Mis12-deficient cells.
Instead, pole organization relies on TPX2 as it cross-
links spindle microtubules to centrosome-associated
mitotic asters. Thus, both motor-driven and static-
cross-linking mechanisms contribute to spindle-pole
organization, and kinetochore activity influences the
mechanism of spindle-pole organization. The motor-
driven self-organization of microtubule minus ends at
spindle poles is needed to organize spindle poles in
vertebrate somatic cells when kinetochores actively
exert force on spindle microtubules.
Results
To determine whether spindle-pole organization is sen-
sitive to kinetochore activity, we examined spindle
morphology in human cells deficient in the kinetochore
protein Nuf2 after perturbation of the pole-focusing
activities of NuMA and HSET. The stability of Hec1, a
conserved component of the Nuf2-containing Ndc80
complex, depends on Nuf2 [12, 13]. Thus, diminution
of Hec1 signal on immunoblots and staining in cells ver-
ifies efficient Nuf2 RNAi in transfected human U2OS
cells (Figures 1A and 1B). Nuf2-deficient mitotic cells
lack stable kinetochore-microtubule attachments [12, 13]
but build mitotic spindles that typically (>95%; n = 86)
have two focused poles (Figure 1A) [12–14]. In contrast,
cells that enter mitosis after injection of antibodies to
NuMA and HSET fail to focus microtubule minus ends
at spindle poles (Figure 1A) despite formation of stable
kinetochore-microtubule attachments [15]. We use
*Correspondence: duane.a.compton@dartmouth.eduantibody injection to disrupt NuMA and HSET function
because data from this (n = 20) and previous work
[5, 15] show that greater than 99% of injected cells fail
to focus spindle poles in mitosis. Surprisingly, a majority
(>90%; n = 33) of Nuf2-deficient cells that enter mitosis
after injection with NuMA and HSET antibodies build
bipolar spindles with focused poles (Figure 1A).
No significant staining of NuMA is observed at spindle
poles in these cells (Figure 2A), verifying that the injected
antibody blocks NuMA targeting as previously demon-
strated [5]. In contrast, the localization of the spindle-
pole protein TPX2 is unchanged in these cells (Figure 2B).
NuMA associates with cytoplasmic dynein to provide the
dominant pole-focusing activity in vertebrate systems
[7–9], and injection of Nuf2-deficient cells with anti-
bodies to NuMA alone also results in bipolar spindles
with focused poles (Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data
available online). However, we inject antibodies to both
NuMA and HSET in the remainder of experiments pre-
sented here because we previously showed that inhibi-
tion of both NuMA and HSET is required to completely
disrupt spindle-pole focusing [15, 16]. These data dem-
onstrate that NuMA and HSET activities are only required
for spindle-pole organization when Nuf2 (and the Ndc80
complex) is present on kinetochores. In Nuf2-deficient
cells, pole focusing is independent of NuMA and HSET.
To test whether kinetochore-microtubule interactions
were altered when NuMA and HSET activities were per-
turbed in Nuf2-deficient mitotic cells, we looked for the
presence of calcium-stable microtubules (Figure S2).
Nuf2-deficient mitotic cells have few calcium-stable mi-
crotubules relative to control cells, and those that are
present are short and stubby (Figure S2A) [12, 13]. Con-
sequently, centromeres in Nuf2-deficient mitotic cells
tumble because they are not restrained by microtubule
attachment (Figure S3B), as shown previously [14]. In
contrast, Nuf2-deficient cells that enter mitosis after in-
jection with NuMA and HSET antibodies contain numer-
ous calcium-stable microtubules that extend the length
of each half spindle (Figure S2A). Some calcium-stable
microtubule bundles appear to terminate at centro-
meres, as judged by the localization of GFP-CENP-B
(Figure S2B). This suggests that these calcium-stable
microtubules represent kinetochore fibers, although
more rigorous methods (i.e., electron microscopy) are
needed to verify this idea. Nevertheless, these data raise
the possibility that force from pole focusing may play a
part in destabilizing kinetochore-microtubule attach-
ments in Nuf2-deficient cells because it has been shown
that Nuf2-deficient cells can establish kinetochore-mi-
crotubule attachments but fail to maintain those attach-
ments [17, 18]. Consistent with the idea of microtubule
attachment, some centromeres in these cells do not
tumble and maintain their orientation as do centromeres
in control cells or cells injected with NuMA and HSET an-
tibodies (Figure S3B). Despite these attachments, chro-
mosomes in Nuf2-deficient cells injected with NuMA and
HSET antibodies moved at only 0.25 6 0.16 mm/min
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antibody-injected cells, but significantly slower than
chromosome movement in control cells (1.17 6 0.14
mm/min; n = 17) (Figure S3A). Thus, despite bipolar-spin-
dle formation and the appearance of calcium-stable mi-
crotubule bundles in Nuf2-deficient cells injected with
NuMA and HSET antibodies, chromosome movement
is suppressed.
Figure 1. Nuf2-Deficient Cells Assemble Focused Spindle Poles de-
spite Inhibition of the Pole-Focusing Activities of NuMA and HSET
(A) Human U2OS cells were either untreated or transfected with
siRNA specific to the kinetochore protein Nuf2 as described previ-
ously [12, 13] and as indicated (Nuf2 RNAi). Some cells were subse-
quently (48 hr after transfection) injected with antibodies to both
NuMA (10 mg/ml) and HSET (15 mg/ml) by using a Femtojet injector
(Eppendorf) as described previously [15] and as indicated (N/H Ab
Inj). Twelve hours after injection, cells were extracted in microtu-
bule-stabilizing buffer and fixed by using 1% gluteraldehyde as
described previously [15]. Cells were stained with DAPI to visualize
chromosomes and antibodies against Hec1 (Novus Biologicals) and
tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich) as indicated. Images of mitotic cells were ac-
quired with a Hamamatsu Orca ER cooled CCD camera mounted on
an Eclipse TE 2000-E Nikon microscope. Optical sections of 0.25 mm
were collected in the z plane for each channel by using a 603 1.4NA
objective. Iterative restoration was performed with Phylum live soft-
ware (Improvision), and images are presented as full-volume projec-
tions. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(B) Total cell extracts prepared from untreated cells and cells trans-
fected with Nuf2-specific siRNA were separated by size with SDS-
PAGE and immunoblotted with antibodies specific to Hec1 and actin
(loading control) as indicated.We next examined spindle formation in live cells by
using human U2OS cells expressing GFP-a-tubulin (Fig-
ure S4). Because of the density of nonkinetochore
microtubules in spindles of these cells, we can’t discern
individual kinetochore fibers. Nevertheless, bipolar-
spindle formation after nuclear-envelope breakdown
occurs at similar rates in untreated cells, Nuf2-deficient
cells, and Nuf2-deficient cells injected with NuMA- and
HSET-specific antibodies. Spindles in Nuf2-deficient
cells are long (pole-to-pole) and tend to be flared at
the midzone, giving a biconical appearance as previ-
ously documented [12, 13]. Spindles in Nuf2-deficient
cells injected with NuMA- and HSET-specific antibodies
are also long (pole-to-pole), but display a more typical
fusiform morphology with significant microtubule den-
sity in the midzone, consistent with the presence of
calcium-stable microtubule bundles in these spindles.
Next, we tested whether the NuMA- and HSET-inde-
pendent spindle-pole organization is specific to the
loss of Nuf2 (and the Ndc80 complex) at kinetochores
(Figure 3). We transfected cells with siRNA specific to
hMis12, a kinetochore protein that promotes chromo-
some congression, kinetochore-microtubule attach-
ment, and proper tension between sister kinetochores
[19]. A hMis12 antibody was not available to us to deter-
mine the knockdown efficiency by immunoblot, but
Figure 2. Injection of NuMA and HSET Antibodies Prevents NuMA
Localization to Spindle Poles
Human U2OS cells were either untreated or transfected with siRNA
specific to Nuf2 and injected with NuMA/HSET-inhibitory antibodies
as described in Figure 1, with the exception that they were fixed in
cold methanol without prior extraction. Cells were subsequently
fixed and stained with DAPI to visualize chromosomes and anti-
bodies against tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich) and (A) NuMA or (B) TPX2
as indicated. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
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(A and B) Human U2OS cells were either untreated or transfected with siRNA specific to (A) hMis12 [19], (B) CENP-E, MCAK, Kif2a, or MCAK and
Kif2a as described previously [23]; injected with NuMA/HSET-inhibitory antibodies; fixed; and stained as described in Figure 1. The arrow in
CENP-E RNAi panel identifies a chronically mono-oriented chromosome typical of absence of CENP-E function. The arrow in MCAK RNAi panel
highlights exaggerated astral microtubule density typical of MCAK inhibition. The scale bars represent 5 mm.
(C) Total cell extracts prepared from untreated cells and cells transfected with various siRNAs were separated by size with SDS-PAGE and im-
munoblotted with antibodies specific to CENP-E, Eg5 (loading control), MCAK, Kif2a, and actin (another loading control) as indicated.transfected cells display an increase in mitotic index
and mitotic cells have bipolar spindles with numerous
misaligned chromosomes and diminished Hec1 staining
at kinetochores. These results are identical to thepublished data for cells deficient in hMis12 [19], suggest-
ing that our RNAi treatments reduce hMis12 abundance.
Similar to Nuf2-deficient cells, most (>85%; n = 7)
hMis12-deficient cells assemble bipolar spindles with
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cific antibodies (Figure 3A). Although we can’t rule out
that hMis12-deficiency rescues spindle bipolarity be-
cause of mislocalization of the Ndc80 complex, distinc-
tions between hMis12- and Ndc80-deficient mitotic cells
indicate that they have functional differences [19]. In
contrast, a significant fraction (w90%) of mitotic cells
deficient in other kinetochore proteins including CENP-
E, MCAK, and both MCAK and Kif2a display spindles
with splayed poles after injection of NuMA and HSET an-
tibodies (Figure 3B). Importantly, chromosome velocity
is either unaltered or only slightly reduced in mitotic cells
deficient in these proteins, verifying the capacity of kinet-
ochores to generate force [20–24]. Thus, spindle-pole
focusing is independent of NuMA and HSET activity
only when kinetochores are rendered unable to generate
sustained force on microtubules through deficiency of
Nuf2 or hMis12.
TPX2 localizes to spindles and participates in various
aspects of spindle assembly [25–30]. We hypothesize
that it is responsible for spindle-pole organization in
Nuf2-, NuMA-, and HSET-deficient cells because it lo-
calizes to spindle poles in those cells (Figure 2B) and
has microtubule cross-linking activity [26]. To test this
hypothesis, we depleted cells of both Nuf2 and TPX2
and examined spindle morphology in cells that entered
mitosis after injection with NuMA and HSET antibodies
(Figures 4A and 4B). Mitotic cells deficient in TPX2 focus
microtubule minus ends, but assemble multipolar spin-
dles instead of bipolar spindles (Figure 4A) as previously
demonstrated [25, 28]. Similarly, mitotic cells deficient
in both Nuf2 and TPX2 build multipolar spindles (Fig-
ure 4A). TPX2-deficient cells that enter mitosis in the
presence of NuMA and HSET antibodies have splayed
poles (Figure 4A) similar to those of mitotic cells injected
with antibodies alone (Figure 1A). In contrast to cells de-
ficient in Nuf2 only (Figure 1A), cells that lack both Nuf2
and TPX2 and enter mitosis after injection with NuMA
and HSET antibodies have disorganized spindles with
splayed poles (Figure 4A). Cells deficient in astrin also
form multipolar spindles [31]. However, mitotic cells
deficient in Nuf2 and astrin formed bipolar spindles
with focused spindle poles after injection with NuMA-
and HSET-specific antibodies (Figure S5). These data
demonstrate that TPX2 is responsible for spindle-pole
organization in cells lacking both the kinetochore pro-
tein Nuf2 and the pole-focusing activities of NuMA and
HSET.
Discussion
Experiments performed in both living cells and cell-free
extracts have demonstrated that motors cross-link mi-
crotubules and focus their minus ends at spindle poles
in a centrosome-independent self-organization process
[1–11]. Self-organization of spindle poles is a key step in
spindle morphogenesis; however, most experimental
systems employed to explore this process lack kineto-
chores or significant kinetochore activity [5, 7–10]. Kinet-
ochores exert significant force on spindle microtubules
in somatic cells [32], and we show here that motor-driven
self-organization is needed for spindle-pole organization
when kinetochores actively generate force on spindle
microtubules. When sustained force from kinetochoresis inhibited, spindle poles are organized in a motor-inde-
pendent mechanism that utilizes TPX2 to cross-link
noncentrosomal microtubules to astral microtubules
(Figure 4C).
Figure 4. TPX2 Cross-Linking Is Sufficient to Maintain Focused
Poles in Cells Deficient in Nuf2, NuMA, and HSET Activities
(A) Human U2OS cells were transfected with siRNA specific to TPX2
[23] or TPX2 and Nuf2, injected with NuMA/HSET-inhibitory anti-
bodies, fixed, and stained as described in Figure 1. The scale bar
represents 5 mm.
(B) Total-cell extracts prepared from untreated cells and cells trans-
fected with TPX2- and Nuf2-specific siRNA were separated by size
with SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted with antibodies specific to
TPX2 [28], Hec1, and actin (loading control) as indicated.
(C) Model for how kinetochore activity influences spindle-pole fo-
cusing through motor- and cross-linking-dependent mechanisms.
In untreated cells, kinetochore activity (orange lines) exerts force
on kinetochore microtubules. Minus ends of kinetochore microtu-
bules are focused (small arrow) onto centrosome-associated asters
[4, 47] by the motor activities associated with NuMA/dynein and
HSET (purple triangles), and spindle-pole focus is maintained by
both motor activity and static-cross-linking activity associated
with TPX2 (yellow diamonds). Cells deficient in kinetochore activity
and motor-dependent pole focusing organize spindle poles through
static cross-linking between kinetochore and astral microtubules.
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most likely lies in the mechanical cross-linking of kinet-
ochore and nonkinetochore microtubules at spindle
poles. Kinetochore and nonkinetochore microtubules
experience forces in opposite orientations (i.e., kineto-
chore force and polar ejection force; [32, 33]), and as-
suming those forces are transmitted to spindle poles,
it stands to reason that shearing occurs between kinet-
ochore and nonkinetochore microtubules [34, 35]. Static
cross-links between spindle microtubules provided by
TPX2 are sufficient to establish and maintain pole
organization when shear force is low, but motor-driven
focusing of microtubules by NuMA (with cytoplasmic
dynein) and HSET is necessary when shear force is
high and exceeds a specific threshold. These data un-
derscore the participation of both motor and nonmotor
proteins in spindle assembly, and they suggest that
mechanical criteria distinguish between their respective
roles.
Kinetochores only interact with spindle microtubules
after nuclear-envelope breakdown in somatic cells.
Thus, the requirement for motor-driven self-organization
of microtubules only arises after nuclear-envelope
breakdown. This is consistent with previous data show-
ing bipolar-spindle formation in the absence of chroma-
tin [36–43] and with the fact that essential components of
motor-driven self-organization (i.e., NuMA and HSET)
are sequestered in the nucleus in somatic cells, making
it impossible for them to execute microtubule focusing
prior to nuclear-envelope breakdown. Thus, the early
stage of spindle assembly in somatic cells is dominated
by interactions between mitotic asters, explaining why
the rate of spindle assembly in cells lacking Nuf2,
NuMA, and HSET activities is similar to that in control
cells (Figure S4).
Finally, both kinetochore activity and poleward micro-
tubule flux power chromosome movement in metazoan
cells. Kinetochore activity dominates chromosome
movement in somatic cells [32], and poleward flux dom-
inates in frog egg extracts [44]. Recently, it has been
shown that Eg5 drives poleward microtubule flux in
frog egg extracts [45], and that bipolar spindles with
focused poles form in egg extracts if both Eg5 and cyto-
plasmic dynein are inhibited [46]. Although it has not
been determined whether these poles are focused by
nonmotor cross-linking or XCTK2 motor (frog HSET ho-
molog) activity, those data offer a striking parallel to the
results reported here. Inhibition of the major force-gen-
erating mechanism in spindles in either somatic cells or
frog egg extracts renders pole focusing independent of
the self-organizing activity associated with cytoplasmic
dynein.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include five figures and are available with this
article online at: http://www.current-biology.com/cgi/content/full/
17/3/260/DC1/.
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